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Abstract

The capability of registration of the primary high energy cosmic
ray gamma emissioo by a gamma-telescope made of an image
calorimeter is shown in this paper. The problem of triggering and
off-line identification of primary particles by the analysis of the
electromagnetic showers induced in the calorimeter is under
consideration. The estimations of the background flux of delayed
secondaries induced by nuclear interactions are presented loo.

1. Introduction

Last years several proposals for oew gamma astronomy experiments onboard space
vehicles were published [1,2,3.4 ). The increased solid angle coverage is the main
common achievement for new generation telescopes. Thereby these telescopes do not
include the convenient facilities for background rejection such as Cherencov counters or
Time-of-Flight devices. Despite the very attractive parameters of the proposed
instruments. Their triggering performances are not satisfactory, so a boef analysis of
possible methods of particle identification is presented below. The tasks of the
identification of straight flux particles (from upper hemisphere) and estimation of the
background from proton interactions are taken into account.

For this study the layout of GILD A telescope shown in fig 1 has been considered. A
more detailed description of this telescope is presented in (4j. The telescope model used
for simulation includes a tracker made of 10 layers of silicon strip detectors; each layer
consists of two plates with mutually orthogonal strips. Tungsten plates of 0.15 radiauon
unit thickness are inserted between the Si-layers. The absorbing part below consists of 10
similar Si Layers, but with thicker absorbing tungsten plates (1 Xo each). The total
thickness of the telescope is about 11 Xo. The tracker is covered with an anticoincidence
counters AC of 3 cm thickness. Scintillation counters C1.C2.C3 are included into the
telescope for triggering.

The presented layout, in its basic features is similar the ones proposed in the above
mentioned new projects, so it could be considered as a basis for studying the problem of
triggering and estimations of the background; in this way. the results presented below will
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concern not only GILD A but all wide aperture gamma-telescopes with selection of
particles by the analysis of electromagnetic showers production.

For this device two levels of triggering are proposed The first level tngger (fast) is
produced by the condition of having the coincidence of pulses from Cl, C2 and C3
counters (each with its own threshold) and the absence of a pulse from-anticoincidence
system. The fast tngger task is to select events corresponding to a given energy deposit
distribution aloog the shower track. It will be possible to tune the counter thresholds in
order to change the trigger rate and the energy range.

The second level tngger (slow) allows the formation of the output data set for separate
delected good event and recording it into the satellite memory. It is produced after the
readout and analysis of the data from all stnps on condition of the accordance to some
requirements of the energy deposited in ail active layers and the spatial distnbuoon of
electromagnetic shower particles on the primary particle track depth in the plane, which
is perpendicular to the direction of the primary particle. An analysis of the accordance to
these requirements is executed by the board microprocessor. Because the data readout
from Si-strip detectors and especially the data processing by the onboard CPU are
relatively slow processes, the preliminary suppression of background is necessary.

Simulation study was performed by GEANT 3.14 software. Eoergy cutoffs for electrons
and gammas was 100 keV, for badronic particles was 10 MeV.
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2. lidentification of particles direction.

The problem of rejection of inverse (from lower hemisphere) flux of gamma emission is
very important in gamma astronomy experiments. Earth albedo gammas and secoodary
gamma quanta produced in cosmic ray interactions with satellite matter produce a huge
background flu*, which as a rule exceeds the primary cosmic gamma emission one.

For the separation of direct Qux panicles the criteria of certain dislnbuDon of energy
deposit and spatial distribution of secondary particles along the depth of electromagnetic
shower trace are suggested in this concept at the fast and slow trigger level.

Only the worse case from the viewpoint of the tnggenng was taken into account for the
simulation of the inverse flux: an average electromagnetic shower, which has the
maximum of its development at the C3 counter level. The simulation results show, that
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the rejection of inverse y by using certain eoergy thresholds in the trigger counters in a
fast trigger can not be better than a factor of 20.

The additional rejection is provided at the slow trigger level by the analysis of the
shower panicles dispersion in the plane, perpendicular to the shower trace, and by the
variation of this dispersion along the shower depth. For example, in our analysis the
primary particles track in calorimeter is approximated by the straight line with the usage
of stnp coordinates in each separaied strip detectors section. The results of the comparison
of x* values for such analysis of direct and inverse flux particles of energy 1 GeV show
that the difference of x' value is remarkable large. For direct flux x* corresponds to the
degree of freedom, but for inverse flux all events have x* more than 100 (difference
reaches rwo orders of magnitude.) It was found that event selection by x* value gives the
possibility to achieve for slow trigger the high rejection coefficient (up to IOJ) for inverse
flux particles without any influence on the telescope efficiency in the straight direction.

3. Background from n-\i-e decay.

The n-\k-e decay process is the strongest mechanism for background production for
gamma-telescopes for low energy range. Anticoincidence counters do not suppress most of
background electrons because they appear in telescope volume with delay corresponded to
muon life time.

Two triggers for y-quama detection were under consideration:
1) bard trigger - includes the requirement of simultaneous signals from scintillation
detectors C1-C3 with high energy thresholds (0.3, 5 and 0.3 MIP respectively). Such
trigger provides the registration of y-quanta of energy more than 500 McV;
2) soft trigger, which provides a registration of y-quanta of eoergy more than 50 MeV. For
example, a trigger including condition of the simultaneous hits of 3 or more neighbor strip
plates in the telescope top over Cl can be taken.

Two cases of proton incidence on telescope surface were taken into account:
- proton incidence at 0° at the center of top anticoincidence detector in up-down direction;
- proton incidence at the center of C3 counter in inverse direction.

For study of a background caused by n-n-e decay, first, the coordinates and charge of
stopping meson were calculated, then the path of each particle in telescope volume was
analyzed. The average amount of stopping muons per one proton interaction increases
strongly with the proton energy and reaches 1.0 at 50 GeV.

In Fig.2 the efficiency of proton registration as a function of energy is plotted for
different soft triggers. The presented data correspond to the case of proton movement in
inverse direction (down-up). For protons of direct flux, moving in strai|ht direction, this
value is smaller of a factor 3.5 . This difference can be explained by increasing of the
stopping muon amount along the depth of electromagnetic shower.

In "bard" trigger case for 3. 103 incidence protons no one false event was registered.
Note that n-yi-t decay background in soft trigger case could be suppressed by an order

oi magnitude at the slow trigger level by selection of two track events.
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4. Neutral secondaries background producing in vehicle walls.

For a study of false events caused by proton interactions with production of neutral
secondaries in the payioad walls the proton incidence at the edge of the aluminum plate of
1.5 mm thick placed above the top stinullaaon detector AC was simulated.

First, a strong rise of background efficiency as a function of proton incidence angle was
found. For the worst conditions of soft trigger and 85* angle the efficiency as a function of
proton energy is plotted in Fig. 3. This is the worst case from the point of view of
background estimations because the largest path of incident proton in payioad wail. This
curve provides a very high count rale for false events in real experiment due to
corresponding cosmic ray proton fluxes in space. An attempt to lower background by
image analysis in tracker (requirement of two tracks) was not successful - only a half of
false events was rejected.

For hard trigger the same efficiency is
much more suitable and not exceed 5.
10"6 for any proton energy.

For telescope EGRET the similar
phenomenon was found in the
experiment with a proton beam of
energy 1.8 GeV[5J. The corresponding
probability of false events was defined as
2.5 KT6.

4. Conclusion.

Presented brief survey of simulation
results has shown that the proposed
telescope concept
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is capable for the detection of high energy gamma rays (more 500 MeV ) from the
viewpoint of the background conditions. The triggering problem in a low energy range
seems very difficult and requires additional studies.
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